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three other quarter sections: NE 33-59-17, NW 34-59-17 and SW 
34-59-17. The land immediately to the west of this marshy sector was 
firm and rolling in nature. This undulating trait marked most of SE 
33-59-17 and extended throughout the entire section. There was a 
natural spring running through the southeast end of the land in the 
vicinity of a muskeg which ran through the adjoining quarter to the 
east. 88 

The vegetation recorded on the field notes pertains solely to 
tree growth. It shows a variety in the distribution of species so that 
separate patches of tree life emerge. The northern portion of land was 
covered by a fairly wide corridor of willows, which was part of a growth 
pattern spreading into the adjoining quarter. Immediately south of this 
growth was a large stretch of young poplar measuring some five inches in 

. f '11 89 diameter. Intermixed in this stretch was a smatter1ng 0 W1 ows. 
It would appear that this section was fairly exposed and unprotected 
because several windfalls are recorded here indicating natural 
devastation due to the elements. 

To the west of these poplars a small marshy section is noted, 
and it is surrounded by spruce measuring six inches in diameter and more 
poplar, which cover an expansive section running north and south. These 
poplars were somewhat older trees measuring six inches in diameter. The 
southeast of the quarter was covered with a large area of five inch 
poplar and scattered with pine six inches in diameter. 

The soil on SE 33-59-17 is categorized by the surveyor as being 
of Class Two qua1ity.90 He describes the soil as black loam with a 
depth of four inches. The sub-soil is recorded as a mixture of sand and 
gravel. 

It is just this variety of subsoil which is most suitable for 
the growth of poplars. Similarly, pine reaches its best development on 
sandy soil. Spruce is known to propagate on a variety of soils and its 
growth, too, would be supported in sandy sub-soil. Willows, on the 
other hand, are usually thought of as having an association with sw~~ps, 
riverbanks and streams, for as a group they require ample moisture. 
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The willow patch on SE 33-59-17 for example, is recorded immediately 
south of a marshy section. Individual Willows, however, grow in drier 
areas but usually in mixed groups like the one described above. 

Although as a whole the soil of SE 33-59-17 is described as 
being of secondary quality, its actual qua"lity varied throughout the 
quarter section. The southeast portion of the land is sandy but 
cultivatable. But a large segment of the quarter, located in its 
southwest corner, is a veritable wasteland with very poor gravelly 
soil. However, a fairly large section on the north end of the quarter 
is an exceptional black 10am. 92 

The role these varities of soil played in deciding the land use 
and grain farming on SE 33-59-17 will yet be seen. What is definitely 
shown by the notations of this initial survey is that the land was 
varied in topography, in vegetation, and in quality of soil. Its 
surface could be described in broad terms as undulating in nature. Its 
plant growth was abundant with fairly young poplars, spruce, pine, and 
willows compr is i ng the balance. A 1 though iJts so i 1 was ca tegori zed as 
Class Two, the soil quality actually ranged from very poor and poor in 
some areas, to good and excellent in others. All of these attributes 
combined to assign a unique set of properties to the land which would 
eventually determine its use - a process that was initiated by its first 
owner and cultivator, Kosma Chernochan. 

3} Era 3: 1902 - 1918 

"Ownership" 

Kosma Chernochan filed on quarter sectionSE 33-59-17 in 1908. 
In doing so he took upon himself the arduous task of converting 
untouched territory into fertile cropland; something that would 'take 
years to accomplish. During the first few years, Kosma lived with his 
parents on the quarter adjacent to his own, SW 34-59-17 and the family 
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Figure 11: Kosma at Hosmer, B.C., circa 1910. (Donald Chernochan 
Collection, uncatalogued photograph.) 
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worked as a unit to develop their respective lands. Although in the 
first year of residency Kosma broke no land on his quarter, he did 
acquire four head of cattle. The following year he broke his first 
acre, increased his number of cattle to six and added a pair of horses 
to his holdings. In 1910, he broke four more acres and cropped all five 
acres of broken land. He also added a third horse to his team. His 
progress was painstaking but steady. Like other pioneers, Kosma also 
worked at seasonal labour. As mentioned earlier, his winters were spent 
in the coal mines of Hosmer, B.C. Throughout the spring and summer 
months he worked on his own quarter section as well as that of his 
parents - by 1910, he had helped Teodosi break and crop four acres of 
1 and. 93 

The year of 1911 was a productive one for Kosma. That year he 
broke 25 acres, and although he cropped only five of them, he added two 
more head of cattle and a fourth horse to his stock. Kosma kept his 
livestocK in his father's stable together with Teodosi 's own livestock, 
which numbered ten cattle, three horses, and three hogs in 1911. 

Breaking the land was tedious work in the pioneer days. , 
Ploughing, harrowing and seeding small plots of land, even with the aid 
of horses, was strenuous labour. The process of clearing itself was 
extremely taxing as it required removing stones and grubbing by hand. 
Often it was necessary to perform several diskings in the virgin soil, 
particularly in those areas that had been previously wooded. A major 
source of aggravation were the mosquitoes that swarmed about in warm, 
damp weather and made the work even more tortuous. Smudges were kept 
burning day and night to combat their hordes. 94 

By the time he filed for homestead application in September 
1912, he had broken another five acres and put a total of 30 acres into 
seed. He also had 11 head of cattle and five horses, his land was 
cordoned off by two miles of wire fenCing, and he had built himself a 
house measuring 18 x 44 feet. The following year, Kosma married Maria 
Miha1chan and together they continued to develop their land and farm 
bull di ngs. 95 
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protection against theft or accidental damage, and to give shelter from 
the hazards of wind, rain and snow. In order to achieve these 
objectives a machine s1"ledmust b"e properly designed, constructed and 
situated. The design of machine sheds in Ukraine at the turn of the 
century was not a complex matter. Many farmsteads (hospodarstva), in 
fact, did not include a separate structure of this sort, and where such 
storage sheds did appear they often took the form of lean-to additions 
to existing structures. 2 An exception to this rule was the Bukovynian 
machine shed (shopa, shipka), which often appeared as a separate 
structure on the Bukovyna hosPodarstvo. 3 

Lean-tos were also used in east central Alberta where Ukrainian 
pioneers and other early settlers concentrated their efforts on 
cultivating land, and had little farm equipment to speak of. As the 
homesteaders' farm inventory grew in proportion to the amount of land 
under cultivation, separate structures for machinery storage began to 
appear. Moreover, as the farms of Ukrainian settlers expanded far 
beyond the confines of the conventional Ukrainian hospodarstvo, these 
farmers began to adapt their notions of traditional Ukrainian 
architecture to the Canadian mode1. 4 The Chernochan machine shed is a 

case in point. 
The evolution of the Canadian machine shed underwent a pattern 

of development similar to that of sheds in Ukraine: from primitive 
lean-to additions, to independent specialized buildings. The fully 
evolved model of machine shed can be divided into three types of 
building layout; narrow, open-side shed - the simplest construction, 
providing just enough room to accommodate a single row of machinery; 
wide, open-side shed - permitting the parking of equipment in two rows; 
and wide, enclosed shed - a drive-through shed, totally enclosed and 
offering the most protection. 5 The Chernochan machine shed can be 
classified within the first category. It was built as a narrow 
structure accessed on one side - a side that was left open and wholly 

exposed. 
In terms of size the Chernochan shed was not expansive, 
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Figure 36: Two styles of farmyard in southwest Ukraine, circa 1900. Note the 
storage sheds created by open-end covered areas. (In T.V. Kosmina, Silske 
zhytlo Podillia. Kiev: Naukova Dumka, 1980), p. 80. 
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Traditionally, th~ principles of Ukrainian folk architecture were passed 
on through the centuries from generation to generation, carpenter to 
carpenter., and father · to son~ 10 Teodosi Chernochan was himse1 f a 

builder (budivnychyi), and together with Kosma erected the various 
buildings on their two quarters of 1and. 11 The two men did not work 
alone, however . The effort needed to fell, scale, carry and raise logs 
called for the cooperation of neighbours and friends. Collective work 
IIbeesll (to10ka, klaka) were common and were a social institution of 
pi oneer 1 ife. 12 

In preparing materials for the purpose of construction, often 
wood was collected in winter and transported by sleigh to the 
construction site. Work on the building would then proceed in spring. 
Teodosi and Kosma cut and prepared the logs for the machine shed in this 
manner and the wood slabs used for cladding were cut at a local 
sawmi11. 13 Three types of wood were used in the construction of the 
shed: White Spruce, Balsam Poplar and cedar. The first two grew on the 
quarter but cedar, used for the shingles, was purchased in ready-made 
strips from the sawmill. White spruce was used for logs throughout the 
shed and for the cladding placed on the west wall. The sheathing on the 
north and south walls was done in Balsam Poplar, but the gable infi11 on 
these two walls was also White Spruce. 14 

(c) Architectural features 

(1) Floor 

The floor of the machine shed was earthen {zem1iana).15 

Earthen floors were not an uncommon feature in pioneer days and were 
even found in homesteaders' cottages. These cottages had floors 
composed of hard stamped mud which were coated regularly with a mixture 
of dung and water. 16 Similarly, dirt floors were the norm in the 

outbuildings of Ukraine, particularly in the case of implement sheds, 
which were mostly rough assemblies. They were also common in lean-tos 
and equipment storage sheds in east central Alberta in the early part of 
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the century.17 They were practical and served the same function that 
a more elaborate floor might provide. 

The Chernochan machine shed had a floor that was prepared in 
the most rUdimentary fashion. The shed's proposed site was simply 
cleared of trees and bush; any remaining foliage soon dried out once the 
shed was in place. The topsoil, which was constantly tramped through 
everyday usage, eventually hardened to a consistency comparable to 

18 
cement. It was a primitive composition, but efficacious. 

2) Foundation 

The farm outbuildings (hospodarski budivli) of Ukraine were 
laid without foundations of any kind. 19 True foundations were rare, 
as well, in the Ukrainian folk house. The usual procedure was to rest 
the house on a number of large stones placed beneath the bottom log, 
thus elevating the log away from contact with the ground. 20 By this 
means the bottom log was shielded from the dampness of the ground and 
protected from possible rotting. 

This same method was employed in providing a foundation for the 
machine shed. Holes were dug into the ground at appropriate intervals 
along the 1 i ne of the north, south, and \'Iest walls of the shed. These 
holes were dug deeply enough to hold large field stones level with the 
ground. Foundation rocks were then placed in the holes located at the 
four corners of the shed and along the lengths of its three wa11s. 21 

3) Posts 

Characteristic of the Carpathian region of Ukraine in the early 
years of the century were storage structures for farm inventory which 
resembled large, open canopies. These structures had no walls and were 
actually roofs supported by four to six posts (pidsobiika, vynos, 
halereia). A variant of this storage structure was created by a roof 
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The building of railways could not have proceeded so 
swiftly without a rapidly expanding supply of free 
labour. The prairie lands could not have been so 
immediately pr~ductive had the number of farmer~ from 
Eastern Canada, the United States, and Great Brltlan 
not been greatly augmented by an agricultural 
population from Europe. The building of towns and 
villages in Western Canada under boom conditions 
could not have proceeded at such breakneck speed had 
there not been available labour to bu~ld, and. 2 
agricultural population to support thlS expanslon. 

The pioneer spirit was a tangible force in east central Alberta 
in the early 1900s. And revelling in this atmosphere of new-found 
liberty and vast potential was Kosma. He was a man of exceptional 
qualities - intelligent, personable, resourceful, politic, thrifty and 
enterprising - and he worked to contribute these talents to the 
community.3 His community record as Commissioner of Oaths, Victory 
Loan fundraiser, municipal secretary-treasurer, and Justice of the Peace 
speaks for itself. His many business accomplishments further trumpet 
his abilities. From his early role in the U.F.A. store, to his timely 
investment first in the Edgehill Hotel, then in the Astor House Hotel, 
and later in other lucrative real estate holdings, Kosma demonstrated 
his business acumen and judicious choice of action. Nor did he restrict 
his faculties to the world of municipal politics and business affairs. 
He operated his farming enterprise with the same sharp discretion and 
good judgement. 

Kosma transformed SE 33-59-17 from uncultivated bush land into 
fertile productive fields. 4 In the process he also assisted his 
parents in the development and management of their land and continued to 
do so even after moving away from Smoky Lake. He was a man with a 
strong sense of family obligation and kinship, and together with Maria 
conducted his household as part of the greater Chernochan clan. Kosma 
and Teodosi worked side-by-side to expand SE 33-59-17, as did the elder 
and younger Maria Chernochan, and eventually Nick Odensky, Kosma's 
nephew. 
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As is elucidated in the land use discussion of Chapter II, the 
evolution of the Chernochan farm site progressed in tandem to that of 
Smoky Lake itself. We find consistence in the pattern of development of 
SE 33-59-17 with the progression of eras experienced by Smoky Lake. 
When comparing the general and specific aspects of the eras presented in 
the land use dis~ussion, we find that in each case the character of SE 
33-59-17 reflects the changes occuring in the town of Smoky Lake. Both 
bodies were subject to the same determining factors and, therefore, 
shared the resultant consequences. For example, the first two eras deal 
with the pre and early settlementperiods of Smoky Lake and in the study 
of the Chernochan site they culminate in the initial surveying of SE 
33-59-17 - an event which cleared the way for settlement of the site. 

The third and fourth eras concern Smoky Lake's early growth 
period and boom town phase, and it is in these years that SE 33-59-17 
undergoes a major tranformation from virgin territory to wholly 
functioning farmstead. It is also in the heart of the boom period that 
Kosma decides to move into Smoky Lake in order to be closer to the 
vortex of activity. The land, in the meantime, is rented out to another 
family of immigrants who are able to advance themselves from the work 
they invest in the site. 

The depression era wreaks havoc with the economy of all of 
Alberta and SE 33-59-17, placed first in the hands of Kosma's nephew, 
Nick Odensky and then rented to the Palichuks, is unprofitable for 
everyone in these years. Toward the end of the era, Tanasko E1aschuk 
deci des to rent the si te despi te the prospect of poor gai ns in order to 
keep his large family both fed and occupied through the trying times. 
The Elaschuks continue to rent for a 24-year period, gradually reaping 
greater profits from the land. They institute a system of highly 
mechanized professional farming, working eight quarter sections at a 
time and mass-producing crops. Throughout these years Smoky Lake 
undergoes a period of economic recovery and renewed growth. New 
businesses open, social instituti6ns are established and modern 
conveniences are introduced to the town. 
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In the last two eras the continued development of Smoky Lake 
leads to its elevation to town status and further consolidation of its 
business community and v"arious local ammenities. The Chernochan site 
comes under new ownership and is eventually converted into a component 
part of a specialized farming unit. 

This brief synopsis illustrates the manner in which the land 
use of SE 33-59-17 was influenced by the same conditions that affected 
the overall development of Smoky Lake. The farmstead moved through ~ 

several growth stages which resemble the framework of basic agricultural 
development: early homesteading, intensive grain farming, mixed farming 
and mass-produced farming. 5 These stages, in turn, were the direct 
result of market conditions and technical advancements stemming from 
other external factors. 

It is interesting to note how the course of Kosma1s own life 
contrasted with the eras enumerated above. Kosma arrived in Canada 
during Era III, the period which witnessed lIa new communityll in Smoky 
Lake. Within this same timeframe he settled on SE 33-59-17, 
homesteaded, established his farmstead and began his community 
activities. The boom town era saw Kosma advancing his political career 
and gaining a firm foothold in his business enterprises. At the right 
moment he left Smoky Lake to manage a hotel in Hairy Hill, thereby 
avoi di ng the economi c devastati on whi ch befell so many others duri ng the 

. Depression. In fact, his hotel and tavern business was not seriously 
deterred by the Depression and Kosma managed to turn a potentially 
adverse situation into a profitable one. His good fortune continued 
while he worked in Willingdon as a livestock salesman since hog sales 
remained high throughout the depression years. The sixth era, depicting 
Smoky Lake1s recovery and growth, was one of lucrative investment and 
business success for Kosma; so that by the time of his death he had 
managed to accumulate a considerable amount of equity - an impressive 
1 egacy for a peasant boy from Orshivtsi. 

One prominent attribute of Kosma Chernochan was that he 
continously managed to stay one step ahead of his times. It was this 
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skill of foresi ght which ensured him business rewards throughout hi s 
latter life, ana it was foresight that in earlier years spurred him to 
expand his farmstead in the manner that he did. 

The machine shed in particular, stands as a testament to 
Kosma1s innovative powers. Built in 1917, it was one of the first such 
structures to appear in the region, and in many respects represented the 
blending of new and old traditions. As we have seen, the Chernochan 
machine shed owed its design and construction to several elements of the 
Ukrainian vernacular as well as the Canadian styles of architecture. 
The conventions of Ukrainian folk architecture were particularly 
prevalent in the saddle notching (vuhl;), pegged walls (tybli), stone 
foundations (pidlizky), fretwork (rizblennia), and other features of the 
shed. At the same time, the design of the machine shed conformed to a 
basic Canadian mode - the narrow open-side machine shed. Its shingled 
roof and solid wood construction were as much a function of the 
availability of materials as they were Canadian architectural traits. 

The craftmanship employed in erecting the shed was of high 
calibre, seen in the long-term structural integrity of the shed. Few 
repairs were made to the machine shed in the course of its 60-year 
history and only one notable structural alteration (described in Era VII 
of the structural history of the shed) was carried out. Constructed of 
hard spruce logs fortified by wood dowels, and secured through dovetail 
notching at its corners, and additional notching throughout its frame, 
the machine shed was built to last. To lend further protection to its 
body, board cladding was nailed to the outside of its north, south and 
west elevations. These were intended to provide additional insultation 
to the structure as well as to improve its appearance. 

The machine shed1s east elevation was supported by three timber 
posts, those at the north and south ends mortised to hold the tenons of 
the wall logs, and the centre post providing the main structural support 
for the upper log wall. The centre post was effectively reinforced by 
means of a knee brace connected to the upper log wall. The exterior of 
the east elevation was fashioned into two archways covered with 
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sheathing panels, which served a practical purpose as well as defining 
an aesthetically pleasing contour to the entrance of the machine shed. 

The gable roof was supported by beams, rafters and ties, 
sheathed in boards and covered with shingles. The use of shingles at 
this early date was a progressive measure as it was not until the next 
decade that they came into wide use among Ukrainian pioneers. 6 High 
grade cedar shingles were used to cover the roof in order to seal the 
structure and prevent leakage. The north and south gable ends of the 
roof were decorated with fretwork on carved fascia boards which united 
anatomically with the roof line of the structure. 

It is clear in reviewing the design features of the Chernochan 
machine shed that it was constructed with as much attention devoted to 
aesthetic appeal as was to structural soundness. These two concerns 
were, in fact, effected by uniting them into one organic whole. Thus we 
find that the machine shed's exterior cladding, its archways and 
fretwork all served a functional and ornamental purpose. It is this 
quality which set the Chernochan machine shed apart from structures 
erected with only the former purpose in mind. And it is this aspect 
that made the most distinct statement about its builder. Additionally, 
the machine shed predated the appearance of similar buildings among 
Ukrainian pioneers. It was constructed at a time when many farmers were 
relying on primitive lean-to additions or roughly fashioned sheds to 
house farm inventory. Thus, its very existence made it an exceptional 
structure. Finally, the machi ne shed was not erected ina vacuum - it 
was, in essence, a synthesis of historical and contemporary 
circumstances. All of these factors combined to make the construction 
of the Chernochan machine shed a unique architectural accomplishment 
which, in 1917, stood as a harbinger of the future. 
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Glossary of Ukrainian Terms 
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· I I 
ang1iiski zamky * 

borshch 

b f • rusovanl 

budivnychyi 
I buky 

I chastoko1y 
, 

dashka 

I doshka 

dranytsi 

dvir 
I dvo-kamerna 

I I 
dvoriadna zabudova 

J 
gonty 

I. ha1erela 
I horod 

I hospodar 
I . I 

hospodarskl budiv1i 
I 

hospodarstvo 

khram 
I 

khvorost 

kis1~k 
/ 

k1aka 

k1 tini a 
I I 

ko10 "krika" 

Glossary of Ukrainian Terms 
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dovetail notching 

beet soup 

hewn 

builder 

beech trees 

picket fence 

storage structure built of thin 
walls and a roof 

board 

thin boards 

farmyard 

two-room 

double-row arrangement 

shingles 

storage area supported by posts 

garden 

farmer 

farm outbuildings 

farmstead 

feast on holy day 

brushwood 

sour milk 

work "bee" 

hay storehouse 

"by the creek II 



I 
komora 

I • koshnytsla 
I 

kruh1iaky 
I 

ku1yky 
I 

kurnyk 
I 

logy * 
I 

lyshok 

I I 
mala khatyna 

I 
nablyzheni 

I 

nakrytti a 
I 

na podviri 
I 

ne rozsuvalysi a 
I I 

odnoriadna zabudova 

~ 
( 

panshchyna 
I 

parkan , 
parubok 

I 
pe1evnyk 

I 
pidlizky 

I 

pidsobiika 

. '1 p,dva yna 

pl~tennYi drit * 
I 

prychi10k 
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straw/seed storehouse 

too1s/drygoods storehouse 

round logs 

sheaves tied in thatched roof 

chicken coop 

logs 

external protrusion from saddle 
notched wall corner 

summer house 

close to the road 

storage shed 

"in the yard" 

"did not spread apart" 

single-row arrangement 

feudal lord 

serfdom 

plank 

bachelor 

storage structure built of thin 
walls and a roof 

outdoor oven 

foundation stones 

storage structure built of posts 
and a roof 

base beam 

mesh wire 

storage structure built of thin 
walls and a roof 

I 

I 
pohrib 

I 
pole 

, 
poved10 

I 
povitka 

I 
prychyny 

I 
prytu1 a 

I pryzba 
I 

rei1y * 
, 

remanent 
I 

rizani 
I 

rizb1ennia po d~revi 
I 

shipka 
I 

sh1absy na shtords * 
I 

shopa 
I 

shpaigy * 
I 

siny 
I 

skhodnyky 
I I 

skinchyv hramatyku 
I 

slupy 
I soloma 

I 
spodnyi 

I 
sprovadyty 

I 

strikha 
I 

sverdla 

181 

vegetable storehouse 

field 

berry jam 

storage shed 

storage area built between 
buildings 

lean-to 

platform surrounding house 

rails 

farm inventory 

cut 

wood carving 

machine shed 

picket fence 

machine shed 

dowels 

centre vestibule 

tiers in thatched roof 

"completed grammar school II 

posts 

hay 

base beam 

lito sponsor an emigrant ll 

eave 

auger 



I 
tivky 

I 
toloka 

I . I 
trety, bushel * 

I 

tsviakhy 
I 

tsvychky 
I 

tybl i 
I 

viddaleni 
I I 

vilna zabudova 

viz 
I . vorenma 
I 

vozovnia 
I 

vuhly 
I 

vynos 

I 
zamky 

I 
zarubanyi 

I I 
Zeleni Sviata 

. I zemllana 
I I 

"r" podibna zabudova 
I I 

"IT" podibna zabudova 

7,82 

dowels 

"third bushel II 

nails 

small nail s 

dowels 

deep seti nto the farmyard 

free arrangement 

wagon 

picket fence 

wagon shed 

saddle notched wall corners 

storage structure buil t of posts 
and a roof 

dovetail notched wall corners 

notched 

Whitsuntide 

earthen 

letter "r" arrangement 

letter "TT" arrangement 

* denotes dialectal terms 
indigenous to east central 
Alberta 

APPENDIX B: 

Maps 
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Map 1: Map of Bukovyna, circa 1905. (Sources: Stielers Hand-Atlas. Gotha: Justus Perthes, 1905 and 
Kurylo, Chernivetska Oblas t ), p. 422. 
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*Note: As early as 1909 (the year of the 
consecration of Holy Trini~y Church and 
the establishment of the Topotoutz School), 
the Smoky Lake region encompassed a func
tioning, viable community, which was known 
locally as Toporoutz. Kosma's land - SE 33-
59-17 ("X"),and that of his father - SW 34-
59-17 ("Y"), was located directly north of 
the Smoky Lake townsite. 
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Map 4: Map of pre-railway Smoky Lake region, circa 1915*. (Sources: Map Collection, University of Alberta, Western. 
Canada Series, Alberta Victoria Sheet, 1·915; John Borcha, "Holy Trinity Russian Orthodox Church, Smoky Lake, Alberta;" 
Waskatenau School, p. Century in Progress; Goresky, Ukrainians in Alberta; and Unrecorded Interview with Stefan Stogrin, 
November IS, 1983.) (Drawing by John Stanko.) 

,--- -- .-- '-r-('\ -- .- . -- --p- .-- - -rr-r-r'rr r-- .- -r;;-- -- ,- ,- -- - -
f'-.. 1:7 '" it. Paraskevia 7 

*Note: By 1929, Kosma owned both SE 33~ 
59-17 ("X") and SW 34-59-i7 ("Y"). 
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Hap 5: Map of post-railway Smoky Lake region, circa 1929*. (Sources: Map Collection, University of Alberta, Western 
Canada Series, Victoria, No. 365, 192~; John Borcha, "Holy Tr:f.nity Russian Orthodox Church, :lmoky Lake, Alberta;" . 
Waskatenau School, A Century in Progress; Goresky, Ukrainians in Alberta; Hotslander, School Districts of Alberta; and 
Unrecorded Interview with :ltefan Stogrin, November 15, 19~3.) (Drawing by John Stanko.) 
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Miscellaneous Materials Concerning Kosma Chernochan 1910-1926 
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CANADA I 
PROVlNC£ OF ALBERTA! 

J.inIl ...... ~. 

~.~-: .. < .. 
~." :' 

By His Honour ROBERT GEORGEBRElT 
!" ' 
/ . 

To all to whom these Presents shall come or ~hom the same may concem-GREETlNG: 

~/ Know ye .. that ha.ving confidence in the loyalty, integrity and ability of 

...... . ~. --t'~ .. of~/!~ 
in the Province of Alberta, I, under and by virtue of the pow'er/ in that behalf vested in me, have 

appointed and do hereby appoint him the said.·~~ ......................... a 

ifustirt of t~t 'tart in and for the Province of Alberta, wit!t all and every the powers, authority, 

privileges and advantages to the office of Justice of the Peace by ~ght and by law appertaining. 

BY COMMAND 

()~ ..... . ... ~ .. ....... .... ......... .. . ............................ . 
... ) Dq- l+Mn.iaJ MfW..,. 

. IjJJ 
. MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF SMOKY LAKE No. 576 

:', . . . . ' . KOSMA CHER";OCHAN • • """ ...... T_~U .... 
~ . .. 
















